The Pagano is a kit-car were performance, classic lines and handling get together. Build it for road and racing.
**Pagano 1**

has got the inspiration from the Ferrari 500 Mondial. Also the Pagano has a good racing tradition.

The Pagano has the engine placed right behind the front axle with the gearbox mounted at the rear. This gives a perfect 50/50 weight distribution. It has a strong tube framework.

The pedal box is mounted at a sub frame to be adjustable in length. Everyone reaches the steering wheel and tall people get good comfort for their legs. People with body length from 160 cm to 195 cm are easily well fitted in the car.

The coil-over springs are tuned to give a firm but comfortable ride.

4 cylinder engines 1.8 – 2.0 liter, 120 – 165 Bhp or more
6 cylinder engines 2.5 – 3.2 liter, 156 – 250 Bhp or more
Weight 750 kg

**What Pagano Sport Cars offers:**

- Body kit incl hood & boot lid
- Tube framework
- Coil-over dampers & tuned springs
- Leather seats
- Leather seat body fit option
- Wind screen frame in aluminium
- Wind screen in polycarbonate
- Gauge panel aluminium
- Tonneau
- Tank with filler neck
- Wooden steering wheel & hub
- Snap-off, fast release
- Hood locks
- Head-light covers

www.pagano.se

Contact Mr Jan Warg ∙ + 46 708 66 46 80 ∙ pagano@warg.se
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